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full speed 
per head
The Veloce trackday gives 70 lucky people a once-
in-a-lifetime experience accompanying legendary 
drivers in iconic cars. James Elliott rides along

Photography Paul Harmer

The 1996 Formula 1 World Champion 
seems to read my mind as I stare at the 
slender, three-inch-high Perspex wind 
deflector in front of me. ‘That doesn’t do 
anything; you are about to get an awful lot of 
air in your face,’ he says. Damon Hill is 
relaxed, seemingly on-duty and off-duty at 
the same time, patiently absorbing and 
answering my impertinent questions, but 
not in a contractual-obligation kind of way. 
He is happy and chatty, too, equally unfazed 
by the barrage of mobile phones that follow 
his every move from just a few feet away.

We are in the pitlane at Goodwood Motor 
Circuit, strapped into an Aston Martin DB3S 
on a glorious day, an empty track ahead of us 
and awaiting a green light and an extravagant 

Clockwise from top left,  
and facing page  
Peter Neumark’s Bentley Speed Six 
competed at Le Mans in 1930; Pittaway 
and Collings offered their passengers 
maximum minimalist thrills; editor Elliott 
chats with Gary Bartlett; Karsten Le 
Blanc’s rapid Healey; moderns included 
everything from F50 to Zonda. Hill guides 
DB3S through Goodwood’s Chicane.

gesture from the pitlane marshal before 
rocketing towards Madgwick. Of course, this 
is not just any DB3S, but a works car that was 
driven in period by Moss, Salvadori, Collins 
and, of course, Graham Hill.

With a flurry of arm-waving reminiscent  
of Glen Dix at Adelaide in 1995 from the  
marshal, we are ushered onto the track and 
Hill eases the Aston unexpectedly cautiously 
towards Madgwick. A few hours earlier he 
had never driven this (or indeed any) Aston 
Martin DB3S and he is still clearly coming to 
terms with certain aspects of it, namely the 
car’s weight and recalcitrant David Brown 
gearbox. And being so exposed in the 
airstream. As we pivot through the corner, he 
is busy multitasking, taking off and storing 
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his baseball cap to prevent it being blown off 
at the same time as negotiating the bend.

This might be a good juncture at which to 
mention that I am not a good passenger.  
Hill’s first lap was so gentle, however, that I 
relaxed, without thinking of a racing driver’s 
mentality: it was just his outlap. Even as we 
exit the Chicane the first time he is starting to 
wind it up, and as we hit the double-apex 
Madgwick the next time I am desperately 
pressing my sunglasses onto my face with one 
hand while my left arm is tucked under the 
seat squab, bracing me in position and 
stopping me from sliding into the pilot.

By lap three I am in awe at the fluidity of 
Hill’s lap as corner after corner is linked in 
one long, effortlessly smooth manoeuvre like 
a piece of string. There are no corners, as 
such, to Hill, just the lap. It is like someone 
playing a round of golf as a single entity rather 
than taking it shot by shot or hole by hole as 
mere mortals do. 

When our time is up, we come back to the 
paddock and, instead of scuttling off to the 
sanctuary of a motor home, Damon chats 
with me about life, career and everything, 
admitting he was probably driving at only 
50% (that was plenty, believe me) and 
looking forward to his next stint.

You get some pretty privileged gigs in  
my job, but this whole experience is still 
surreally removed from anything that could 
be considered normal even in the most 
rarefied climes of the classic car world. 

Welcome to the Veloce trackday.
The brainchild of enthusiast and collector 

Peter Neumark and organised by Chris 
Bucknall’s V Management, it is in only its 
second year proper, having morphed out of a 
prototype at Anglesey two years ago. With 
three sponsors – HFMC Wealth, Lockton 
and HR Owen – and supporting two charities, 
Hope for Tomorrow, which runs mobile 
cancer care units, and the Wings for Life 
Spinal Research Foundation, official charity 
partner of Red Bull, it is really still finding its 
feet, but Neumark has lofty ambitions for it.

‘What could be better than driving cars like 
these at Goodwood and raising £70,000 for 
charity in the process?’ he says. ‘It simply 
doesn’t get any better than that, especially on 
a day like today. We want to build this event 
up and raise even more money.’

Billed as the world’s greatest charity 
trackday, it has a grid that I conservatively 
estimate to be worth £100 million, but that’s 
not the point; it is the importance of the cars 
rather than their values that resonates. It is 

‘I am In awe at the 
fluIdIty of hIll’s  

lap as corner after 
corner Is lInked In one 

long, effortlessly 
smooth manoeuvre’ 
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Clockwise from near left,  
and facing page
F3 racer Jamie Chadwick was 
getting her first taste of classics; 
Short-Wheelbase in the pits;  
Hill and Elliott exit the pitlane; the 
calm before the storm; the event 
was dreamed up by Peter Neumark  
who drove his Alfa Monza. Plenty 
of priceless dream rides to satisfy 
even the most ardent enthusiasts.
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like a dream garage of classics, each so 
desirable that they don’t need a marque 
name – Le Mans Speed Six and D-type, a 
brace of Cs, each with impeccable history,  
a couple of 250GT SWBs, F50, E-types and 
many more, including a welter of the most 
desirable modern hypercars. 

The driver roster is equally impressive.  
The great sports car racer Peter Sutcliffe – 
who drove everything from E-type to GTO 
in period – is busy being charmed by the 
famous Ecurie Ecosse C-type. ‘Obviously a 
D-type is faster and more of a weapon,’ says 
the veteran, ‘but this is just so lovely to drive. 
It is so benign, you could use it every day. You 
could drive it to the pub.’

Sutcliffe takes turns in the Jaguar with 
Jamie Chadwick, the first woman to win a 
championship round in British Formula 3. 
She’s used to paddles in a single-seater and an 
auto on the road, though you’d struggle to 
notice as she takes the C-type out. ‘On days 
like today I pinch myself. I’m glad I decided 
to go into motor racing rather than any other 
sport. This is my first taste of classics so I feel 
like I am going in at the top with a C-type.  
It can’t get much better than this.’

Both the Franchittis are there (Indy legend 
Dario in a borrowed Ferrari F50, Marino in 
the Lindner-Nöcker low-drag Lightweight 
E-type, which retires early with charging 
issues, leaving him to ‘spend the rest of the 
day enjoying seeing so many smiling faces’), 
Darren Turner, Mike and Andrew Jordan, 
Nathalie McGloin, Willie Green, Martin 
Stretton. The list goes on and on.

third outing. Clearly bearing a grudge from a 
disagreement in a Paris bar 15 years ago over 
whether Citizen Fish or The Mighty Mighty 
Bosstones was the greater ska-punk band,  
he is trying to scare the life out of me in a 
£6-million C-type, sliding it around Goodwood 
with the same abandon we are used to seeing 
when he pilots the Frazer Nash Owlet. 

Of course, there is top-notch hospitality as 
well – that is where I choose to recover while 
my heart-rate settles slowly back to a healthy 
idle – but it is really about the unique 
experience and seeing heroes in action from 
such close quarters in such amazing cars.

As Damon Hill says: ‘It’s an absolutely 
brilliant day and we are having a heap of fun; 
credit to everyone for putting it together.’

Jeremy Hoyland, CEO of HFMC Wealth, 
adds: ‘Behind-the-ropes experiences are all 
the rage and it doesn’t get more behind-the-
ropes than this. A gathering like this doesn’t 
happen easily. Neither does the journey for 
the owners of the cars to get to where they 
are, but the fact that they are prepared to 
share their good fortune in this way for such 
good causes and to give something back is 
what makes it so special.’

He’s right. It is difficult to express quite 
how mindblowing the Veloce trackday is; it 
is like a virtual-reality Revival Meeting with 
the gamers sucked into the very heart of the 
action. It is the most awesome money-can’t-
buy experience that money-can-buy.  End

Veloce 2019 takes place on 25 September. 
Email chris@v-management.com to book a spot.

Clockwise from top left 
Jaguar design guru Ian Callum gives a few pointers to 1996 Formula 1 World Champion Damon Hill as Indy 

star Dario Franchitti looks on; Clive Beecham exits the Chicane in the ex-Moss Ferrari 250GT SWB that  
he has owned for the past 34 years; Gary Bartlett travelled from Indiana to give guests passenger rides.

‘each of the 70 
prIvIleged guests  
gets three sets of 

three passenger laps 
In a range of cars’ 

There are rules: a 70mph limit (many 
speedos must have been broken) and no 
overtaking, though I am not sure anyone told 
Ben Collings and Duncan Pittaway that as 
they diced in the Mercedes 60hp and Beast of 
Turin, their passengers beaming.

Each of the 70 privileged guests gets three 
sets of three passenger laps in a range of cars. 
My next outing is with Gary Bartlett in his 
1968 Mk3 Ford GT40, the last of the road 
cars built. Gary has flown over from Indiana 

just for the event, but the GT40 has been in 
the UK since the Goodwood Revival, where 
it was the course car. Having been bought 
new by the press baron Sir Max Aitken, it 
spent virtually all its life in the National 
Motor Museum until Bartlett secured its 
release in 2009: ‘It had 500 miles on the 
clock and was still on the original tyres.’ 

After the laps in the DB3S, the Ford is 
unnervingly civilised, but Patrick Blakeney-
Edwards soon makes up for that on my  

R E P R O D U C E D  W I T H  T H E  K I N D  P E R M I S S I O N  O F  O C T A N E  A N D  P A U L  H A R M E R


